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What are the specific details?
Duration One day for the preliminary training course (no experience necessary).
  One day for the IMI VRQ programme, including exam (experience required).
Venue  Northbrook Metropolitan College, Shoreham Airport Campus.
Cost  £50.00 preliminary training course.
  £400.00 IMI VRQ programme.

Since July 2010 it has been a criminal offence to work on Mobile Air Conditioning (MAC) systems without the correct 
equipment or formal qualification recognised by DEFRA. These qualifications will be checked by DEFRA and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The Vocational Related Qualification (VRQ), which is approved by DEFRA, offers a single unit solution that provides 
experienced automotive MAC technicians with evidence that they meet the minimum F gas requirement (EC) 
842/2006 and annex (EC) 307/2008.

Who is this course suitable for?
This course is suitable for competent MAC technicians who have completed previous relevant qualifications and have 
a good understanding of components and system operation to carry out servicing procedures relating to vehicle air 
conditioning systems.

Do I need any experience?
Any technician who has already attended a one day training course or has relevant automotive air conditioning 
experience.
If you do not have relevant experience or training then a one day preliminary training course will be necessary.

How is the course delivered?
The programme is delivered with a theory session in the morning followed by an online assessment (minimum pass 
level 60%). If the score is 60% or more then you will go onto the practical session in the afternoon.

What will I gain from this course?
You will gain a one off, lifetime certificate that shows you are compliant and does not require reassessments.
The IMI VRQ is dedicated to the automotive industry.

IMI Lifetime F Gas Qualification 
Level 3 Award in Automotive Refrigerant Handling
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